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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND: Microarray technology allows simultaneous measurement of thousands of
genes in a single experiment. This is a potentially useful tool for evaluating co-expression of
genes and extraction of useful functional and chromosomal structural information about genes.
RESULTS: In this work we studied the association between the co-expression of genes, their
location on the chromosome and their location on the microarray slides by analyzing a number of
eukaryotic expression datasets, derived from the S. cerevisiae, C. elegans, and D. melanogaster.
We find that in several different yeast microarray experiments the distribution of the number of
gene pairs with correlated expression profiles as a function of chromosomal spacing is peaked at
short separations and has two superimposed periodicities. The longer periodicity has a spacing of
22 genes (~42 Kb), and the shorter periodicity is 2 genes (~4Kb).
CONCLUSION: The relative positioning of DNA probes on microarray slides and source plates
introduces subtle but significant correlations between pairs of genes. Careful consideration of
this spatial artifact is important for analysis of microarray expression data. It is particularly
relevant to recent microarray analyses that suggest that co-expressed genes cluster along
chromosomes or are spaced by multiples of a fixed number of genes along the chromosome.

BACKGROUND

Since the discovery of the DNA double-helix structure, chromosomal configuration has been the
focus of intense research. Although it is well known that in the higher eukaryotes, chromosomal
structure plays a role in gene expression, the precise mechanism remains unclear [1-3].

Microarray technology has enabled us to simultaneously measure expression levels of tens of
thousands of genes. Many prior gene expression analyses have focused on studying gene coexpression and inferring functional relationships from expression relationships [4, 5]. Recently
researchers have been looking at the association between chromosomal gene organization and
gene expression [6-8]. These analyses suggest that chromosomal spatial organization affects
gene expression in a very systematic way.

There are numerous methods of performing gene expression experiments, including cDNA
microarrays, oligonucleotide arrays and Affymetrix microarray chips. These different
technologies could potentially affect the gene co-expression results. Given that in many
microarray chips DNA spots are printed in an order related to the gene order on the
chromosomes, the systematic relationship between gene co-expression and chromosomal
location raises the suspicion that part of the gene pair correlations are associated with inherent
chip artifacts rather than true biological co-expression. In this work we further investigated the
association between gene co-expression and chromosomal location with attention to the impact
of the location of the genes on the microarray slides, looking at datasets obtained with different
microarray technologies.

RESULTS

After calculating correlation coefficients between gene-expression profiles for all of the pairs of
genes on each chromosome, we selected out gene pairs with a correlation coefficient of 0.7 or

greater. We constructed a histogram of the number of gene pairs as a function of their relative
chromosomal distance. The blue curve in Figure 1 represents the distribution of highly correlated
gene pairs as a function of the relative pair chromosomal distance using the Spellman et al alphafactor arrested cell cycle dataset. It shows that adjacent gene pairs tend to be co-expressed. This
phenomenon was observed in all the datasets we examined (see supplementary information at
http://bioinfo.mbb.yale.edu/~kluger/artifact/GB_CHROMOSOME_DISTANCE.ppt ). In some
of these datasets [8-11] in which genes were spotted on the arrays according to their
chromosomal order, it appears that genes that are spaced by multiples of fixed number of ORFs
along the chromosome are more likely to co-express, as seen by the long and short-range
periodicities of the blue curve of Figure 1. These chromosomal co-expression regularities can
also be revealed by inspecting the correlation map (or its Fourier transform) similar to the ones
shown in [6, 12] (see supplementary information at
http://bioinfo.mbb.yale.edu/~kluger/artifact/correlation_maps.ppt ).
The red curve in Figure 1 shows the distribution of the subset of all pairs separated by short chip
distance (not only those that are highly correlated) as a function of the pair chromosomal
distance. The blue and red distributions share common characteristics, i.e., enrichment in the
number of gene pairs at short chromosomal distance as well as at specific chromosomal distances
determined by the long and short-range periodicities. This commonality indicates that it is more
likely that a pair of genes will co-express if its relative distance on the chip is short.

In some experiments (including those done with Affymetrix chips), the order of genes on the
chips is not simply related to their chromosomal order [8]. In this case, periodicities such as
those seen in Figure 1 are not observed. However, inspection of the correlation map and its

Fourier transform reveals unexpected regularities (see supplementary information at
http://bioinfo.mbb.yale.edu/~kluger/artifact/correlation_maps.ppt).

To see whether the commonalities and regularities mentioned above are spurious we examined
the relationship between gene pair co-expression and chip co-localization. Figure 2 demonstrates
the relationship between the average gene pair correlation and their relative location on the array.
Ideally we would expect the value of the average correlation to be spatially independent and
around zero. As can be seen in Figure 2 the average correlation peaks at short chip distances and
decays as the distance grows.

Evaluating the average correlation of all gene pairs as a function of their relative chip distance is
a useful and simple tool to assess the extent and magnitude of spatial artifacts. This can be used
with any type of chip, regardless of whether the genes were arranged on the array according to
chromosomal order or not. For instance, in microrray analysis of muscle-expressed genes in C.
elegans [7] genes were not printed on the array according to their chromosomal order and they
were spotted on 8 by 4 different blocks. In this case we still observe the decay of the average coexpression as a function of chip distance. Furthermore, the curve is modulated with seven nodes
separated by distances equal to the block spacing as can be seen in Figure 3. This enrichment in
co-expression of gene pairs is a systematic artifact linked to the fact that adjacent genes on the
DNA source plates are printed into the same position on different blocks of the microarray slide.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this work we demonstrate that adjacent gene pairs on a chromosome tend to be co-expressed.
This is consistent with similar findings based on analysis of mRNA microarray experiments by
Cohen et al [6], Roy et al [7] and Spellman et al [8], as well as with proteomic data [13]. In
many microarray chips DNA spots were printed in an order related to the gene order on the
chromosomes. This systematic relationship raises the suspicion that part of the above-mentioned
short-range enrichments and short and long-range periodicities are associated with inherent chip
artifacts.

Figure 2 clearly shows that there is an artifact in the data - the closer the gene pairs are on the
microarray chips, the higher the average correlation coefficient is. We call this trend a local
chip artifact. Naively one would expect that local chip artifacts in microarray experiments be
canceled considering the ratio of the sample and reference cells. This is certainly not the case if
the noise at each microarray spot is not a multiplicative one. Thus, the biased enrichment of coexpression at short chip distances substantially contributes to a magnification of co-expression at
short or periodic chromosomal distances, if genes are organized on the chip in an order related to
their order on the chromosomes.

We have demonstrated that the relative chip and source plate distances between genes have a
noticeable effect on their measured co-expression. Systematic artifacts such as print tip effects
(on spotted microarrays), and random artifacts such as scratches, blotches and cross
hybridization lead to enhancement of multi-experimental correlations between pairs of genes
located in close proximity on the chip or source plate. The multi-array correlation of any pair of
genes is increased if one of these artifacts occurs even on a single array. Experimental or

computational corrections of these artifacts are necessary for characterizing the relationships
between gene co-expression and gene function or chromosomal co-localization.

Local normalization procedures have been proposed in preprocessing of microarray data [14].
However, we note that applying local normalization corrections prior to the evaluation of multiexperimental correlations tends to decorrelate genes separated by large chip distances, and
leave adjacent genes correlated. Therefore, we propose that the multi-experimental correlation
for any pair of genes will exclude the experiments where one (or both) of the genes is located in
an array surrounding that has unusual features such as scratches or blotches of very high
intensity signal. Finally, this artifact is present in a wide variety of microarray experiments (see
supplementary information at http://bioinfo.mbb.yale.edu/~kluger/artifact/all.ppt).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

We analyzed various microarray datasets from different organisms and different microarray
platforms (cDNA, Affymetrix). These include datasets from studies of the yeast cell cycle,
diauxic shift and gene knockouts [9-11, 15, 16] , muscle-expressed genes in C. elegans [7],
Drosophila [8] and E. coli [17, 18]. The location of the probes on the slides of the cDNA array
experiments are available on the web. The probes for the yeast cell cycle Affymetrix experiment
(Cho et al) were generously supplied by the authors.

In order to study whether the chromosomal spatial organization affects gene expression, we
calculated the multi-experimental correlation coefficients between gene-expression profiles for
every pair of genes on a chromosome. This correlation is equivalent to the scalar product of the
standardized gene pair expression profiles. We then selected pairs with correlation coefficients
greater than 0.7, and constructed a distribution (histogram) of these pairs as a function of their
relative chromosomal distance. The distance between each pair of genes was measured in terms
of open reading frames (ORFs). Each bin of the histogram represents the percentage of highly
correlated pairs that have a given pair-distance. Subsequently, we normalized this histogram of
observations by dividing it by a corresponding random histogram of expected distances.

The random histogram is generated by following procedure. First, we obtain the pairs of genes
that have high correlation coefficient (>0.7) on each chromosome. Then, the gene pairs were
randomly placed on the chromosome and the distances between them were measured in units of
ORFs. The procedure was repeated 100 times and an average histogram was obtained as
reference histogram.
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Captions
Figure 1: Pair Correlation as a Function of Chromosomal Separation
Co-expressed and co-localized gene pair distributions as a function of the pair chromosomal
distance for the alpha factor arrested cell cycle dataset [15]. We defined co-expression by
selecting gene pairs that have a correlation coefficient > 0.7 across the time course experiments.
The pair distance was measured in terms of the number of ORFs separating its individual genes
(blue curve). The distribution of the chip co-localized pairs (red curve) was constructed using
pairs constrained to chip distances smaller than 12.5% of the maximal possible pair distance.
Both distributions are enriched at a small chromosomal distance and share short and long range
periodicities of 2 and 22 ORFs. These periodicities are pure artifacts, whereas the enrichment is
partially biological. The chip design is such that nearest neighbor genes on the chromosome are
printed in different blocks on the microarray chips whereas next nearest neighbor genes are
printed in the same vicinity on the chip. This is correlated with the short-range periodicity as
reflected in the staggered pattern shown in Fig 1a.
Legend for this figure:
blue curve: pairs with correlation > 0.7
red curve: pairs with slide spacing < 12.5% maximal spacing

Figure 2: Average Pair Correlation as Function of Chip Distance
Average co-expression as a function of the distance of gene pairs on the chip for the alpha factor
arrested cell cycle dataset [15]. For pairs used to generate the red curve, the individual genes in
each pair are from the same chromosome. For the green curve members of each pair are from
different chromosomes.

Legend for this figure:
red curve: intra
green curve: inter

Figure 3: Average Rank Co-expression as a Function of the Separation of Gene Pairs on the Chip
for Worm Muscle-expression Experiment [7].
Co-expression is defined by the score ri rj | ri

rj | , where ri is the average rank percentile of

expression of gene i across several replicated array experiments. For pairs used to generate the
blue curve, the individual genes in each pair are from the same chromosome. For the red curve
members of each pair are from different chromosomes. The green curve is a pair distribution
similar to the blue curve distribution but with randomized pair-wise chip distances.
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